
Think Big.
Golddoge Sachs is the first leveraged index that lets you invest in an 
exclusive selection of the best assets, diversified like equity funds with the 
best yield expectations.





Golddoge
Sachs

Welcome to Golddoge Sachs!
The first token that is your broker.

With Golddoge Sachs, we're creating a 
leveraged index that lets you invest in an 
exclusive selection of the best assets, diversified 
like equity funds - only with crypto!

In this whitepaper for Golddoge Sachs, we 
explain how it works and how we provide a 
steady flow of unprecedented returns.

Think big.
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2.1 An unprecedented development of values
We believe in the crypto market. Crypto is changing the world right now and it's only a matter of time before BTC, 
the main driver of the entire market, cracks $100,000 and then expands even further.
Analysts estimate that the global cryptocurrency market will rise more than tenfold in size by 2030, 
reaching a value of nearly $15 trillion. 

Whether they want to participate or not, investors, companies and brands can't ignore the rising tide of cryptocurrencies for long. 
But cryptocurrencies can't seem to escape the paradoxes.

50% of crypto investors would like to use crypto to pay for online purchases. For many of these current and potential investors,
cryptocurrencies offer a new way to manage their finances, and many also find that the financial freedom of cryptocurrencies has
freed them from the rigidity of traditional banks.

How much will bitcoin be worth in 2030?
According to our forecast model, Bitcoin will reach $937,274.64 in 2030.

How much will Bitcoin be worth in 2040?
Our forecast model predicts that the price of Bitcoin will explode and reach $1,890,369.70 in 2040.

With Golddoge Sachs, we are not standing on the sidelines, but shaping this future in a significant way. 
With Golddoge Sachs, they are not investing traditionally, but as we will in the future: Building on the most emerging network, 
investing in the best coins with the highest possible direct return participation.

The Golddoge Sachs Principle 
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2.2 A Promising Future
With institutions adding cryptocurrencies to their balance sheets and the first countries (such as El Salvador) officially declaring Bitcoin as 
legal tender, it looks like Bitcoin will be the future of currency, or at least an accepted store of value. However, with so much volatility in the 
market, risk-averse investors are still hesitant to buy Bitcoin, let alone any other cryptocurrency.

Since cryptocurrencies are not controlled by a central authority, their monetary policy is much more solid than any government's. Cathie 
Wood, CEO of Ark Invest, describes it as a "rules-based monetary system," as this monetary policy is set by the parameters of the code. As 
governments print more money than ever before in the face of acute crises, investors are looking for alternative investments to hedge 
against inflation. In doing so, many are now increasingly turning to crypto, which will drive the adoption of cryptocurrencies in the long run.

Our experts believe that we will generate one of the highest achievable returns in through our asset selection, because crypto is the future. 
The reasons are:
1. the rules of crypto are permanent
2. crypto is and will be scarce
3. crypto is transparent
4. crypto is uncensorable
5. low transfer costs
6. regulation is developing positively
7. crypto offers high profits
8. crypto inspires philosophical choices
9. crypto is an excellent alternative to gold
10. crypto is a new asset class - great for diversification.

Of course, these reasons are valid not only for the BTC, but also for other so-called "bluechip cryptocurrencies" such as ETH, BNB and others.

The Golddoge Sachs Principle 
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2.3 The right time
In early July, the bitcoin price fell below $20,000. 
This is a far cry from the all-time high of $69,000 in November.
This puts us at circa 70% price loss. Remember, 
when Bitcoin fell 80% in one year between December 2017 and 2018, it later gained 2000%.

Our experts are convinced that we are currently seeing a bottoming and that the upswing is approaching.
Golddoge Sachs therefore trades according to the smart money principle and starts in this buy-the-dip phase
and benefits from the discounts in the crypto market.

This entry point provides ideal scaling effects and offers early investors a potentiated return on the development 
taking place in the crypto market. 

However, we do not depend on a bear market in the long term, but only use it as a reinforcing effect. 
We are only dependent on the fact that there is a crypto market. 
Nothing more.

The Golddoge Sachs Principle 
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2.4 Dollar Cost Averaging Effect (DCA)
Using the Dollar Cost Averaging effect (DCA) is an investment strategy that works well for billionaires like Warren Buffett, but also for 
first-time investors. And this is mainly due to the simplicity of the strategy: basically, it's just a matter of investing a certain amount 
of investment at regular intervals.

This is done regardless of the price of the asset or what is happening in the financial markets. The idea behind this strategy is that 
when prices are high, you can only afford to buy a certain number of shares. When prices fall, you can buy more shares with the 
fixed amount you invest each period. Then, when the market recovers, you benefit from having bought more shares at a low price. 

One advantage of dollar cost averaging is that it takes emotional factors out of investing. Since you are making regular investments 
no matter what the market conditions are, emotions are eliminated from the decision-making process. For example, if the market is 
in a downtrend, some investors may panic and sell their holdings. With this approach, this can be seen as an opportunity to buy at 
low prices. 

This strategy is clearly superior to approaches such as "ride-or-die" and "market timing” which are attempts to find the right time to 
buy based on analytical market surveys. However, several financial crises and many ruined careers later show us today: this 
investment strategy is not profitable on average and has more to do with guesswork and risk taking than with really sensible 
investment behavior. Investing with average cost effect, however, makes it possible to invest profitably and stress-free.

So if you also want to invest in crypto at your leisure, but don't want to watch your coins around the clock, we have good news for 
you: Golddoge Sachs will conveniently run your investment for you according to the DCA principle and combine it with the GDS 
leverage bonus through our own chart development. This way you can grow your assets in a relaxed way.

The Golddoge Sachs Principle 
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2.4 Process Description
With the Golddoge Sachs Token, you receive shares in a regularly generated return 
based on a first-class portfolio built on the top crypto assets.

To do this, we use capital from an investment pot that belongs to you, the holders.
The capital is invested in different assets weighted by performance
transparent to all on the BSC.

There, the capital works for them and the investment amount remains funded 
in that asset to develop the return. 

The return is regularly withdrawn and distributed to you. 

Buybacks in Golddoge Sachs generate an exponentially increasing yield
and this leverage the actual profit on the market.

The Golddoge Sachs Principle 
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2.5 Top Coins Portfolio 1/2
We have analyzed the market and made the best selection for our asset portfolio. This way we map the top performers of the 
market and let you benefit from them.

These are the 14 coins that will represent our portfolio:

These top coins are continuously monitored. Our portfolio remains stable and is adjusted in case of exceptional and rare market 
developments. For example, when a major cryptocurrency is getting merged or a new one is added.

The Golddoge Sachs Principle 
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2.5 Top Coins Portfolio 2/2
Our portfolio weighting combines market capitalization, performance, trend and stability to ideally 
represent our evergreen portfolio "the SP500" of the crypto world in the following treemap:
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2.6 Why we make you rich
We become more and more profitable for you the longer you are invested with Golddoge Sachs. 
You get more and more return intervals and benefit from a bigger and bigger yield chart. 
Regardless of how Golddoge Sachs performs, but dependent on how the overall crypto market rises!

As soon as we have a tenfold increase in Golddoge Sachs, it will not stop there.
In our case, thanks to our investment concept, the profit is still multiplied by the overall market performance.

It does not matter how many other investors buy or sell. 
Each paperhand leaves his investment share in your capital and gives you his share of the return.

Through this mechanism, we are absolutely not a project for swing trading, 
but exclusively for long-term investors who want to invest their money in different assets across the crypto market. 

You can also park your money with us until you need it again. 
Until then, let your broker Golddoge Sachs generate unprecedented returns for you!

The Golddoge Sachs Principle 
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2.7 Example start sequence
Golddoge Sachs starts up.
1000 investors buy, so now there are 1000 holders.

Taxes create an investment pot of $1,000,000, which we distribute across our investment portfolio.

Now 400 investors resell their tokens before the first return distribution. The sell tax increases the investment pot even further to 
$1,400,000 and there are only 600 holders left.

Now the first-time interval has expired. The $1,400,000 has generated a return of $400,000. The return of $400,000 is withdrawn so 
that again there is only $1,400,000 in the investment pot.

The return of $400,000 is added to the Golddoge Sachs chart as a buyback - the remaining 600 holders profit!

Who do you want to be part of? To the 400 who sold? Or to the 600 who stayed invested and who benefit from the $400,000 as 
buyback? You decide!

So where do we go from here? The 400 see the exploding chart and buy back in. But they are not the only ones who see this chart.
Everyone sees it and wants to be part of the success. In the meantime, Golddoge Sachs increases its value tenfold again the 
invested capital rises to $3,700,000. Due to the further development on the crypto market, the invested capital has increased
sevenfold, so it is $25,900,000. The difference to our investment (i.e., the profit) is now paid out in parity according to their personal 
participation level (tokens they own from Golddoge Sachs) in the form of a buyback. That is, the $22,200,000 is invested in Golddoge
Sachs and the $3,700,000 remains invested and continues to grow. This loop repeats throughout.

The Golddoge Sachs Principle 
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2.8 Our starting framework
We will start with a small asset portfolio and gradually expand it.

For this purpose, we will use only the best cryptocurrencies to achieve a stable and steady return - no shitcoins! 
The market will always be monitored by Golddoge Sachs, and each important token will be evaluated individually.

Also, we will start small but grow bigger and bigger through marketing efforts. 
This also increases the investment pot, so the returns are always higher.

We want nothing less than to be a safe environment for all investors who want to get rich with the crypto market.

The Golddoge Sachs Principle 
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3.1 Investment mechanism
For the first investment and therefore the official launch of our portfolio, 
we will wait for a while after the launch until the first large trading volume drops (maximum 24 hours).

Then we will use the investment pot to invest the first deposits into our asset portfolio. 
These will be distributed according to the execution in 2.5 all assets and left like that.

Subsequently, each week we reinvest everything that has accumulated in the investment pot by then into our 
asset portfolio. If a larger amount of capital has accumulated due to increased trading volume, we will also invest 
the capital into the portfolio outside of the weekly period.

All transactions will be transparent for all to track on the BSC.

Portfolio mechanics
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3.2 Yield distribution mechanism 1/2
The investment pot is left as it is according to the rules in 3.1 and is never reduced. 
We calculate the return at monthly intervals and withdraw it from the investment pot. 
Regardless of the individual performance of each investment, 
we withdraw the capital from all investments in equal proportions, so that we arrive at the total return amount.

Thus, the ratio of the different investments will never change and will remain the same,
except for the individual chart performance of the investments.

Example:
We start with initial investment of $100,000 and distribute it accordingly 
(here reduced to 2 coins from our portfolio):

BTC:  $68,000
ETH:  $32,000

Over time, further reinvestment accumulates because of the trading volume at Golddoge Sachs.

Portfolio mechanics
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3.2 Yield distribution mechanism 2/2
After one month, the values have developed as follows (Reinvestment + yield):
BTC:  $180,000
ETH:  $160,000

The total increase is $240,000. However, now we calculate the reinvestment amount from the value growth:

Cumulative BTC investment capital: $138,000
Cumulative ETH investment capital: $92,000.

This mechanism ensures that we only pay out the return instead of redistributing taxations. 
In addition, our investment capital increases with every transaction ever executed with Golddoge Sachs, 
regardless of how many holders are currently in place.
The investment capital is never reduced, only increased.

Therefore, the following return distribution would now be calculated and take place:

BTC:  $180,000 - $138,000 = $42,000
ETH:  $160,000 - $92,000 = $68,000

A payout of $110,000 to our investors would occur.

Portfolio mechanics
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3.3 Individual return 1/2
The return is taken each time in the monthly interval according to the rules in 3.2. 
This capital is not reinvested, but paid out as a buyback to our investors, the holders.

For this purpose, we take the return capital and invest it in the Golddoge Sachs Chart (tax free). 
In this way, our holders - and only they - benefit from our collective return. 
So the value of their investment in Golddoge Sachs increases.
It is likely that the longer you stay invested, the higher your individual return will be.

This is because more and more payout intervals are taken and the individual redemption percentage gets higher and higher, 
that when the charts are rising, people also sell from time to time and thus get out and do not take their capital out of the
investment pot and leave it to the remaining holders.

If new holders join, the tax becomes due again for them, which also increases the investment pot.

Good Case Scenario Example:
You invest 10 BNB in Golddoge Sachs. The price increases and your 10 BNB are now worth 100 BNB in Golddoge Sachs. Now a return 
interval is due.
We have earned a return of $100,000; this return is paid out as a buyback in the chart.
Your initial 10 BNB invested in Golddoge Sachs is now worth 600 BNB. Without having to buy anything in return.

Portfolio mechanics
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3.3 Individual return 2/2
Bad Case Scenario Example:
You invest 10 BNB in Golddoge Sachs. 
The price rises and falls, sometimes it is 8 BNB, sometimes it is 12 BNB. Now a return interval is due.

We have earned a return of $100,000; this return is paid out as a buyback in the chart.
Your initial 10 BNB invested in Golddoge Sachs is now worth 60 BNB. Without having to buy anything in return.

Worst Case Scenario Example:
You invest 10 BNB in Golddoge Sachs. The price falls and now your investment is worth only 3 BNB. Now a return interval is due.

We have earned a return of $100,000; this return is paid out as a buyback in the chart.
Your initial 10 BNB invested in Golddoge Sachs is now worth 18 BNB. Without having to buy anything in return.

2030 Case Scenario Example:
You invest 10 BNB in Golddoge Sachs. The price rises and your 10 BNB are now worth 18,291 BNB in Golddoge Sachs. 
Now a return interval is due.

We have earned a return of $100,000,000; this return is paid out as a buyback in the chart.
Your initial 10 BNB invested in Golddoge Sachs is now worth 109,746 BNB. Without having to buy anything in return.

Portfolio mechanics
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3.4 Experts price targets 
Based on recognized expert price targets and an extrapolation based on our leverage effect (conservatively calculated), 
we set the following price targets for long term holders:

Portfolio mechanics
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3.5 Leverage: Comparison GDS with standard crypto invest 1/2
Why not just buy Bitcoin and Ethereum and sit back?

With Golddoge Sachs, in addition to the broad selection of top assets, you also benefit from the fact that the proprietary GDS token 
growth offers a leverage effect that amounts to at least a tripling of a broad well-adjusted DCA investment, even with conservative 
calculations.

Portfolio mechanics
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3.5 Leverage: Comparison GDS with standard crypto invest 2/2

Portfolio mechanics
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Golddoge Sachs leverage
The projected return of our selected assets 
multiplied by the leverage effect of investing in 
Golddoge Sachs.

264%88%

Crypto market development
The return predicted by experts in the entire 
crypto market by the end of 2022.





4.1 Tokenomics
Purchase and sales taxes are the same. 
The amount per transaction is 9% and is composed as follows:

6% investment pot
2% marketing
1% maintenance

Token details

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Maintenance

Marketing

Investment pot
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4.2 Protection Measures
To protect investors, we have taken the following precautions to safeguard your decision to invest your capital with us:

• Investment pot as a hedge against financial losses

• Anti Swing Trading Token Design

• Anti Bot Taxation

• Anti Sniper Launch Conditions

• Bot protection in our community

• Max Trans Anti Dump Provisions

• Max Wallet Anti Whale Restrictions

Token details
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5.1 Strategic roadmap
Our strategic cornerstones are fixed. The small steps vary. 

Strategic orientation

Q1 2022 Q2 2022 Q3 2022

• Idea development
• First calculations
• Portfolio development
• Strategy development

• Portfolio design
• Marketing concept
• Time to market analysis
• Web design
• Milestone analysis

• Initial marketing
• Exclusive Privatesale
• Presale Event
• Portfolio Investment
• News Articles
• Yield distributions
• Development of portfolio
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5.1 Strategic roadmap
Our strategic cornerstones are fixed. The small steps vary. 

Strategic orientation

Q4 2022 Q1 2023 Q2-4 2023

• Strategic partnerships
• Publication of new portfolios
• CEX 

• Scaling of the product range
• International, big-ticket marketing
• Further CEX
• Implementation on financial websites

• Marketing as the world's most 
successful asset manager

• Publication of financial 
guidebook

• Interviews with experts in 
the financial industry

• CEX expansion
• Expand collaborations 

(Firm fund partner of major Exchanges, house bank, etc.)
• Success portfolios
• Golddoge Sachs is THE crypto index. 
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The best BSC projects of all time. We've been 

analyzing the market for years and know the 

top performers who continue to have great 

things to offer.

BSC Allstars

Undervalued projects with technologically 

revolutionary approaches that have great 

opportunities to outperform as crypto 

continues to establish itself.

Underdoges

Metaverse is changing the world of digital 

sharing and is a flagship sector from crypto. 

Here you can find the strongest and most 

important players from this sector.

Metaverse Index

The NFTs with the highest value growth rate 

(blue chip NFTs) for indirect leveraged investing 

for the community.

NFT ETF

5.2 Portfolio Expansion
In the successful course of Golddoge Sachs' development, 
we will build up further thematic portfolios and therefore expand 
the circle of use as well as the various return opportunities.

Strategic orientation

This is what other portfolios could look like, for example.
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5.3 Marketing
Everyone knows the marketing slogans of the BSC: Hype is everything. 
CMC is everything. Call channels are everything. And many more.

We are not dependent on that, Golddoge Sachs is not a memecoin, 
not a fun investment that may or may not go up. 
Golddoge Sachs is simply a good investment. 

The best leverage you can get on the crypto market.

So we say profit is everything.

For this, we build on expertise and go hand in hand with experienced marketing professionals 
to market Golddoge Sachs according to its caliber and to celebrate our chart explosion duly.

For marketing inquiries please address an email to info@golddogesachs.com

Strategic orientation
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Trading cryptocurrencies / digital assets is highly risky and very volatile, and you should never invest more than you can afford to lose. Risks associated with 
the Golddoge Sachs token can reach up to the full value of the funds. The Binance Smart Chain Blockchain network, like all existing ones, is a high-risk 
investment. Token Golddoge Sachs (GDS) participants assume the risk associated with project development and launch.
This document ("White Paper") is for informational purposes only and may be subject to change. We cannot guarantee the accuracy of any statements made 
or conclusions reached in this White Paper, and we expressly disclaim all representations and warranties (whether express or implied by law or otherwise), 
including, but not limited to: any representations or warranties as to merchantability, fitness for a suitability for a particular purpose, fitness, wage, title or non-
infringement; that the contents of this document are accurate and free from errors; and that these contents do not infringe the rights of any third party.
We assume no liability for damages of any kind resulting from the use of, reference to, or reliance on the contents of this White Paper, even if we are advised of 
the possibility of damages. This White Paper is not intended to be and cannot be construed as a solicitation to enter into any investment. It does not and 
should not in any way constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction. The White Paper does not contain any information or advice that could be considered 
a recommendation or basis for recommendation or that could be used as a basis for an investment decision.
This White Paper does not constitute an offer or invitation to sell any shares, stock, securities or rights of Golddoge Sachs or any affiliate or associate.
None of the information contained in this white paper has been reviewed by any regulatory authority or
Information in this White Paper reviewed or approved. No such action has been or will be taken pursuant to the laws,
regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or
distribution of this white paper does not imply that applicable laws or regulatory
Regulations have been complied with. This document is intended for individuals who have experience purchasing blockchain
Tokens. If you have not regularly participated in previous token sales or understand the
understand the risks involved, we strongly advise against participating in the
Golddoge Sachs Sale. Each participant fully accepts all risks associated with the token sale and distribution process and accepts that no guarantees are 
made as to the tradability of the token, nor protection against the volatility that may result in a large difference in value between the purchase date and the 
Purchase Date and the Golddoge Sachs Tradability Date. By participating in Golddoge Sachs and purchasing Golddoge Sachs, you acknowledge that the 
primary function of the Golddoge Sachs token is to enable the Golddoge Sachs investment portfolio and is not a store of value.
You also accept that blockchain tokens are inherently subject to significant risks, including loss of value, theft, hacking or other complete loss of tokens, loss of 
usability and security, and other vulnerabilities in Golddoge Sachs or third-party software. Please note that it is your own responsibility to hold, store and trade 
Golddoge Sachs Tokens appropriately.
Golddoge Sachs Tokens appropriately, for example by choosing a compatible Wallet. If you do not fully understand these risks and obligations, we recommend 
that you seek information, appropriate advice or refrain from any participation.

Copyright © Golddoge Sachs 2022. All rights reserved.

Legal Disclaimer
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